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(:15).  Teko nuclear tests on Keshe technology without releasing to public, this is wrong. 

We will not stop because of Japanese people. They tried for 3 years without success and 

within 2 months of Keshe technology they succeed.   (:26). Some scientists guessed and 

some where good. For Plasma we need roof, walls and foundation to see the totality. The 

Sun and the upper atmosphere which is 100's kilometers. In upper Atmosphere you get 

small plasmas. From NASA photos we see these entities, a structure of life, they came 

about by friction of interaction with MG fields of sun and earth. Then you get N and then 

it combined with C and O, and H and He, due to friction and the light. When they 

combine in upper atmosphere you get the Amino Acid of man. (:35). How Man was 

Created. The waters come from the upper atmosphere. When the water fell on the land, 

which contains Na, K, Fe, Cu, Zn, and when over Africa the first combinations occurred 

with Fe and Hemoglobin was formed ... add Cu you get muscles ...  with K, Zn came 

intellect and emotion .. We all came from the gaseous state of matter in upper 

atmosphere. When the center of earth has cooled down enough the land masses split apart 

do to the spin and effect on lava. Amino Acid in air and salt in water touch lead to 

creation of life and fish start, and start to go on land. Man starts to dig 20 km in earth to 

look for oil. This is CO2 kits. Not all of Amino Acid formed in animals, rest settles to 

bottom.  You become Plasmas in form of Gans, which is independent of temperature. 

This is why you se life in deepest part of ocean and in oil wells, surprising to scientists. If 

no barriers the Amino Acid seeps down to the Lava this is the oil. So we Amino Acid 

(COHN) in upper atmosphere as in NASA Photos, Life on Earth, and oil in deep wells. 

Scientists say oil from dinosaurs??? How many dinosaurs would have to have lived to 

create millions and millions of barrels per day. NOTHING to do with fossils. Can make 

in CO2 kits is pure oil and no need to refine. Even the oil nations know its a scam. 

Plasma state of intelligence when it reaches the Lava it also begins another form of life 

with Very Strong MG fields and much more intelligent then man. Even in the inner core 

the AA can create life. If "man" matter heats up over 100 degrees it reverts back to 

Gaseous state, same process throughout. Man is the only ignorant intelligence.      (1:02). 

How do fish communicates. The "Lava beings" can come in and out of  Volcanic 

eruptions. Get rid of the idiots. Man only does things that becomes his habit, and 

replicated in RNA. Solution is to make man sick from the smell of blood, or make man 

timid then he becomes subservient which isn't right. (1:40).  The Aura of man is a MG 

field and where it touches the earth life is formed, in the same way the MG fields form 

the sun touch the earth and creates life. Show the NASA video of upper atmosphere, The 

Tether incident. Our Upper brothers carry Amino Acid. They leave human race along 

until 3% of population matures enough, now is that time. (1:56). On 21st Put CuO2 in 

cup and add something. We are all in it, because we all have been eating animal flesh. A 

lot of money coming into Foundation, but it's for humanity. How do you reach 7 billion? 

Keshe Foundation followers running into millions. (2:13).   Do not need to change your 

diet, craving for meat comes from emotion, 30 years for man to change diet. Even a tree 

has an Amino Acid structure, there are different ways to get energy. Smell of blood from 

hate and war are very different then from accident. Do we carry effect from ancestors? 

Caroline his wife, in this event it's for today. We don't call them animals, we call them 

creatures, we try to support each other. Clean your soul to clean the blood, intention is 

carried in the blood. The Energy Grids on the Earth, are they portals to other dimensions? 



The field lines are not straight because of different strengths interacting. Same magnetic 

structure as in the skin. There is no solid core in earth, there are different Gans in core. 

Same in the brain. Magma is the blood of the planet. The moisture in the atmosphere is 

like the calcium in body contacts everywhere. You had the free will but continued in old 

patterns, now getting a push. When we give unconditionally then U gives back. Don't 

think about what you loose from not eating meat, think of what you'll gain by what you 

can give to world, from more powerful energy from U. Look at Keshe Foundation, when 

the Belgians tried to damage Foundation it actually grew more, because of the time and 

energy they expended on trying to destroy them went to the Foundation. You fall in love 

with Humanity.  (2:43).    This is how Plasma works, the more you give the more you 

receive to stay in balance. Mass is when the Gravity is bigger then the Magnetic, and M 

is what you give out and G is what you hold on to.  Keshe always says, "welcome home", 

to whoever comes.  

 


